
Appendix F 
Expansion of Early Years Provision: Phase One Only 
Template for completion 
Section 1 – Organisation Details 
 

1.1 Local Authority  Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council  

1.2 Project Manager (Lead Contact Name for 
purposes of award letter) 

Chris Hole  

1.3 Address Unit 5, Triangle business park  

1.4 Email Address (Project Manager) Chris.hole@merthyr.gov.uk 
 

1.5 Contact Telephone Number (Project 
Manager) 

01686 724601 

Please refer to Expansion of Early Years Provision: Guidance for Phase One 

Section 2 – Details of Expansion Plans 
 

2.1. You have received indicative revenue allocations, which are to be ring-fenced for 
expansion purposes only, and you will be expected to deliver services to an additional 
number of children based on a revised sum of £2400 per head.  

Funding allocation for Phase One 
 
Number of additional beneficiaries (anticipated) 
in Phase One 

£116,200.00 
 
 
83 

Population size – under 4-year olds 2757 

Existing CAP 1204 

New CAP (post-expansion) 1287 

2.2 Addressing Deprivation: 
 
Expanding the footprint of Flying Start to new LSOAs in your local authority is one of the main 
priorities during the first phase of expansion. 
 
Please provide details of how you will reach your target number of additional children within 
your new Flying Start areas (refer to the Methodology advice in the guidance): 
 
As described in the guidance the current methodology using the LSOA level data provides 
transparency over the identification of areas which have the highest deprivation affecting children 
under the age of 4. With 41% of the current population already eligible for Flying Start the expansion 
in Merthyr Tydfil is starting from a strong position.  Utilising the data supplied by Welsh Government 
we have ranked the non-Flying Start LSOA’s by the % of children living in income deprived 
households and secondly by the  number of children. This data has been RAG rated and has 
provided us with a priority list using the two indicators, this allows us to consider the total number of 
children 0-4 in the geographical area against the expansion figure of 83.  
 
We have explored the possibility of looking at additional data sets including: 

 Free School meals - this has risen sharply during the pandemic with an increasing number of 
families becoming eligible. However, this data is not currently available at a lower super 
output level and therefore hinders the ability to plan the programme on this basis.   

 Social Service client base – as above this data is not currently available at the LSOA level. 
However, an analysis in partnership with Health of the high risk cases they are engaged with 
using their own acuity tool, in both Flying Start and non- Flying Start areas has highlighted 
that the concentration of high risk cases was higher in existing Flying Start areas, 
demonstrating the strength of previous geographic approach and the links between 
vulnerable families and deprivation.  



 The availability of childcare in proximity (walking distance) to the LSOA given the timescales 
for expansion  

 
Through the analysis undertaken we have identified the 5 high priority areas from the original data 
sets provided by Welsh Government these areas are; :  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It should be noted however that due to the concerns of relying on the 16/17 population estimates 
and what this could mean to the planning of services the Local Authority has overlayed the mid-year 
population estimates for 2020 to this data.  This allows for more precise planning of population. In 
addition, further work has been undertaken in partnership with health visiting to identify the current 
numbers on caseloads across generic health visiting services and registrar data held by Education.   
 
Further analysis work has also identified that using the overall WIMD decile,  Park 3 remains our 
only top 10% area which is not presently  covered by Flying Start  andfurther reinforces  this as a 
priority for inclusion as  shown below.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please provide a list of the LSOAs you intend to bring into the Flying Start programme 
including a breakdown of estimated numbers of additional children in scope of services in 
each: 
 
Due to the size of the expansion, we would look to bring Park 3   into the programme which based 
on 2020 midyear estimates would make 68 children eligible for the programme and we would 
propose for our outreach capacity to be increased by 15 children.  This would mean that 82% of our 
expansion will be based on the geographical principle.  
 
This would enable achieving the 83 expansion target and allow for vulnerable families outside Flying 
Start postcodes to engage in the programme based upon an agreed assessment tool and threshold 
in partnership with appropriate services in health (Midwifery/ Health visiting).  
 
How confident are you that you will reach your target number of children? Please provide 
details of any challenges and barriers you may have already identified: 
 
Through the range of analysis work undertaken to look at both the Health Visitor caseloads across 
generic services and the data held by Education from registrars and which enables the planning of 
school places we are very confident that the approach being proposed is achievable within the 
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W0100130

7 Merthyr Tydfil 004C Park 3 30 1 46 1 68

W0100189

8 Merthyr Tydfil 008F Vaynor 1 25 5 42 2 89

W0100132

0 Merthyr Tydfil 007C Treharris 2 20 6 39 3 52

W0100132

2 Merthyr Tydfil 007E Treharris 4 30 1 28 4 95

W0100131

4 Merthyr Tydfil 005A Plymouth (Merthyr Tydfil) 3 30 1 28 4 87  
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W0100130

7 Merthyr Tydfil 004C Park 3 10% 30 1 46 1 68

W0100189

8 Merthyr Tydfil 008F Vaynor 1 60% 25 5 42 2 89

W0100132

0 Merthyr Tydfil 007C Treharris 2 50% 20 6 39 3 52

W0100132

2 Merthyr Tydfil 007E Treharris 4 30% 30 1 28 4 95

W0100131

4 Merthyr Tydfil 005A Plymouth (Merthyr Tydfil) 3 40% 30 1 28 4 87  



timescale and will meet the target numbers. Our greatest concern was the availability of childcare 
which has since been identified and of how health could meet the health Visiting requirement given 
the workforce shortages.  However, planning meetings with Health have alleviated these concerns 
and they are being proactive in their recruitment plans linked to the expansion programme.   

2.3 Increasing Welsh Language Provision: 
 
The Welsh Government’s target is to see the number of people able to  speak and enjoy using 
Welsh reach a million by 2050. Increasing Welsh language early years childcare provision has been 
set as an overarching aim of the expansion.  
 
You will need to demonstrate how you plan to expand Welsh language early years childcare 
provision in Phase One.  
 
Please provide details about how you intend to address the following priorities: 

 increasing the number of  
(i) individual Welsh medium places and  

 
Due to the timescales, we do not propose during phase 1 expansion to increase the number of 
Welsh medium childcare places available across the County Borough, our recent CSA also informs 
us that there is sufficient existing provision to meet current demands.  Our current childcare 
commissioning model involves 100% of early years settings in Merthyr being able to offer Flying 
Start places  so parents within the Park 3 LSOA who wish to access Welsh medium childcare 
provision will be able to do so in any one of the five Cylch Meithrin across the County Borough.  
Future expansion phases will where possible, focus on working with existing Cylch Meithrin to 
expand their provision where demand exceeds supply.   

 
(ii) the number of Welsh medium settings in the local authority area. 

 
We do not propose during this expansion to increase the number of Welsh medium settings across 
the County Borough.  We are currently in the process of expanding the number of Welsh language 
childcare settings available within the county borough through a new capital development linked to 
the new welsh medium primary in the Gurnos area in partnership with both Education and Mudiad 
Meithrin. Expansions such as this take time and could not be achieved within the timescales of this 
current expansion or without significant capital investment.  Future expansion phases will focus on 
working with partners to develop new provision in communities that are not well served by Welsh 
medium provision. 
 

2.4 Promoting the benefits of multilingualism: 
 
Please outline how your plans will promote the benefits of speaking more than one language from 
an early age1: 
 
Early Years partners play a key role in the Welsh Education Forum (WEF) and associated sub 
groups. A key priority has been the development of the Being Bilingual leaflet and promotional 
video. These resources are available on MTCBC and partners websites and are regularly shared on 
social media platforms and shared with families in forums such as parent and toddler, early 
language groups and community venues. This promotional work is ongoing and is overseen by the 
relevant  sub group of the WEF.  
 
Benefits of Being bilingual training is routinely delivered for professionals working with families to 
ensure that they are confident in discussing language choices with parents. This training will be 
delivered as part of a rolling programme with a focus on those health professionals working with 
families early on so that parents can start to consider their options around childcare and welsh 
medium education.  
 

                                                           
1 Please be aware of the Race Equality Action Plan for Wales – An Anti-Racist Wales 

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/consultations/2021-03/race-equality-action-plan-an-anti-racist-wales_2.pdf


2.5 Outreach: 
 
You are expected to deliver 75% of your expansion via the geographical targeting methodology 
referenced above. As part of your plans for phase one up to 25% of your expansion can be achieved 
via Flying Start Outreach in order to give you the flexibility to reach families living outside of existing 
or new Flying Start areas and in order to reach disadvantaged families living in more rural areas. 
 
Please provide details of the number of children you intend to bring into the Flying Start 
programme via Outreach?  
 
Through the expansion we plan to bring 15 children into the programme via our outreach model.  
This equates to 18% of the expansion target accessing the programme on a non-geographical 
basis, well within the threshold set by Welsh Government.  
 
This additional outreach capacity will allow families identified as vulnerable using an existing range 
of assessment tools to access services based upon family’s needs, regardless of where they reside. 
The tools currently being utilised are an agreed acuity tool and the FRAIT assessment however this 
is currently being overlaid with an assessment using the Levels of Care framework.  Once this is 
completed, partners will agree thresholds and principles of entry that are consistent with the Flying 
Start prevention and early intervention based approach.    
 
How do you propose to use Outreach to increase Welsh language childcare provision?  
 
Parents will be able to access childcare through the language of their choice through the current 
commissioning model within Flying Start. An analysis of vacant spaces in existing childcare settings 
including Welsh medium provision has been undertaken and this should be sufficient to meet 
anticipated demand.  

2.6 Flying Start Services in Expansion Areas 
 
In Phase One, all 4 elements of Flying Start are being expanded to new families and communities in 
Wales. Current programme guidance should be followed and the provision of services in your 
expansion areas should mirror the services being offered within more established Flying Start areas 
in your local authorities, as far as this is practicable.  
 
If you feel it is not going to be possible to deliver the full Flying Start service in Phase One, 
please provide details of the service relaxations you propose to adopt (as described in the 
guidance) and the steps you intend to take to move from providing a transitional service to a 
full service: 
 
Health Visiting  
Discussions with the Senior Nurse Health Visiting (Merthyr Tydfil and Cynon) have been underway 
for some time, the UHB are in process of undertaking a case file audit to identify ways forward for 
achieving the expansion. The leads for Health and the LA have reviewed what this expansion will 
mean in relation to both capacity requirements and the financial contribution of health towards the 
additional health visitor capacity.  There may be some need to realign caseloads to accommodate 
this expansion and meet the 110:1 ratio requirement and a caseload audit has been progressed to 
inform the expansion but also to achieve the proposed outreach model from a Health Visiting 
perspective.  
 
Active recruitment is underway within health both for existing vacant caseloads and the expansion 
capacity with health management feeling confident that they will successfully appoint.  
 
Health Visiting is continuing to discuss with the LA a potential future use of a skills mix model for 
health visiting, however it is unlikely to impact on the proposed expansion for September 2022.  
 
Parenting 
Merthyr Tydfil currently has a parenting service that is jointly funded via Flying Start and Families 
First, providing a borough wide service to families. However, it is acknowledged that for those 
outside of Flying Start areas access is not an entitlement but based upon needs and is accessed 



through referrals, either directly to the service or via the Early Help Hub and a proportionate 
assessment.  The early help hub system reviews the needs of the family and allocates cases to the 
appropriate service including referrals into the borough wide parenting service.  
 
There are not currently waiting lists in operation for this service area and therefore we would not 
propose to expand this service as part of Phase one developments.  We would want to undertake a 
review with colleagues across the county borough to take a more strategic approach and consider 
the service requirements based on the needs of children and parents at the point of full expansion 
and based upon the principles of universality and entitlement.  
 
This will have implications for partners funding streams and therefore it is critical that the future 
roadmap of the Flying Start expansion is understood as potentially we would look to develop an 
implementation plan in line with the next financial year.   
 
Early Language Development  
Merthyr Tydfil currently has an Early Language development team that is jointly funded via three 
CCG sources Flying Start, Legacy and a small amount via Families First, providing a borough wide 
service to families. This service provides group based interventions which can be accessed by all 
community members (capacity allowing).  However, it is acknowledged, in relation to 1:1 
interventions that for those outside of Flying Start areas access is not an entitlement but based upon 
needs and is accessed through referral mechanisms.  In addition these families do not have access 
to some of the more specialist services such as therapists or assessments that are carried out with 
children entering Flying Start childcare.  As with parenting a direct referral route and the early help 
hub approach reviews the needs of the family and allocates cases to the appropriate service 
including referrals into the borough wide ELD service.  
 
There are not currently waiting lists in operation for this service area and therefore we would 
propose to not expand this service in phase 1 expansion.  We would wish to undertake a review with 
colleagues across the county borough and with Speech and Language department within the health 
Board to take a more strategic approach and consider what the service requirements needs would 
be for parents and children at the point of full expansion and based upon the principles of 
universality and entitlement.  It is recognised that developing children’s speech, language and 
communication skills has a significant impact upon children’s future readiness for school and is 
already identified as a high priority within the LA as part of a future literacy strategy.  
 
This expansion will have implications for partner funding streams and therefore it is critical that the 
future roadmap of the Flying Start expansion is understood as potentially we would look to develop 
an implementation plan in line with the next financial year.  This is also impacted upon by the future 
decisions surrounding the continuation of the Legacy Fund which as yet is unknown and therefore 
hinders the ability  to strategically plan further at this time.   
 

2.7 Other Considerations: 
 
We appreciate that increasing childcare provision, enhanced health visiting, support with parenting 
and support for Speech, Language and Communication (SLC) during Phase One will require careful 
planning. To support your plans for expanding Flying Start it will help you to consider the following 
questions: 
 
Childcare 
Please make reference to your local authority’s Childcare Sufficiency Assessment where 
appropriate. 
 
Please tell us how many childcare places are required to ensure that all eligible 2-3 year olds 
(identified as part of the Phase One expansion) will receive their 2 ½ hours a day, 5 days a 
week, 39 weeks a year entitlement: 
 
One of the main focal points of the analysis work has been understanding the childcare demands 
and the availability of provision to meet this. The draft Childcare Sufficiency Assessment is in the 
final stages and  provides a useful working analysis about the extent of provision and overall supply 



and demand for childcare.  However, to consider the position in more detail an analysis of health 
visitor caseloads by age and a comparison with the Registrar data held by Education was 
completed. This included an analysis based upon birthdates and ages at September 2022 projected 
in preparation for school entry and for each subsequent term when children would move from 
childcare into school (term after 3rd Birthday).   
 
This analysis has shown that on average we will require 12 childcare places to be available based 
upon the population level data for 2-3 year olds within the expansion LSOA (Park 3) in preparation 
for September 2022.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Outline the proportions of places in settings in terms of whether they will be Welsh Medium, 
English Medium, Local Authority, Voluntary, Private or Childminders: 
 
As part of the expansion plans, we have been in communication with a college managed Day 
Nursery based in the Park 3 LSOA, they are the only provider that is within 15 minutes walking 
distance as per the guidance. The Day Nursery has assured us that they have sufficient capacity to 
accommodate a minimum of 12 places from September 2022.  
 
Merthyr Tydfil encourages parents to access local community-based provision however, it is based 
on parental choice so if the needs of the parent mean accessing an alternative provider be this 
based upon language needs, employment needs, or where siblings are educated then this can be 
accommodated in our commissioning model of Flying Start places.  
 
Merthyr Tydfil Flying Start currently has agreements in place with all childcare providers to be able 
to deliver Flying Start childcare places meaning parents can identify the most convenient provider 
for themselves which could be in the voluntary, private sector or one of the 3 Local Authority 
Managed providers. We are committed to supporting childminders to be able to deliver on behalf of 
Flying Start, providing greater flexibility and choice for parents. 
 
Health Visiting and Midwifery 
 
Please set out your arrangements for working with your Local Health Board to deliver the 
Flying Start expansion in Phase One: 
 
The LA has been in regular discussions with the lead for Health visiting services to discuss future 
approaches and  share the analysis work around the proposed targeting with health being a key 
contributor to this data.  There is agreement on the proposed area for expansion and on a future 
outreach model that uses capacity within the existing cap number and builds upon what is already in 
place.  
 
The health board are key members of the Early Years Partnership Planning group which have been 

HV Caseloads 6th May 2022 

 

Under 12 
months 

12 – 
23 

months 

24-35 
months 

 
Row Labels 

Sum of Under 
1 

Sum of 
1 

Sum of 
2 Total 

Park 3 14 5 8 27 

 

Education Data (September 2022 Intake) 

LSOA 0-6 months 6 - 12 months 12-18 months18-24 months24-30 months30-36 months Total

Park 3 4 4 2 2 6 6 24

Age Range as at September 2022

(Registrar info on Capita One)

 



consistently updated on the potential expansion of Flying Start. Through this approach we have 
moved to a shared management structure across both generic and Flying Start health visiting 
services in preparation, which should make the expansion of the programme an easier prospect.    
 
There is currently 1 WTE Flying Start Midwife within the programme with a focus on providing 
targeted support to those women identified as higher risk during pregnancy. We have successfully 
secured additional CCG funding for 22-23 to employ a Midwife Support Worker to deliver 
interventions under the direction of the Midwife. This additional capacity has been planned in 
partnership with colleagues in the UHB. 
 
Whilst this additional capacity should be sufficient to support the Phase one expansion, we would 
want to undertake a review with colleagues across the county borough to take a more strategic 
approach and consider the service requirements based on the needs of children and parents  at the 
point of full expansion and based upon the principles of universality and entitlement.  
 
Which additional Health staff do you plan to recruit (please consider skill mix)? When? What 
additionality will they bring to the services for Flying Start families? 
 
Following a positive response that the UHB has seen to a recent recruitment exercise, we are 
confident that we will be in a position to recruit to the Health Visitor workforce in line with the 
capacity demands the phase 1 expansion will generate. However, there is firmly one eye on future 
skills mix scenario and this is being brought to the next Early Years Partnership Planning group by 
the health board as this will look at and assist with the longer term recruitment issues  within this 
area of work.  
 
It is important that we receive timely indication of future expansion plans in order to inform workforce 
planning.  
 
Parenting 
 
As detailed above we do not plan to expand this service for September 2022 and would propose a 
more strategic approach to the expansion.  
 
The services are already co-located in community hubs in both the north and south of the valley and 
operate in premises that house teams including Early Language Development, Health Visiting, 
Families First Keyworkers, etc.  
 
One of the areas we will explore further within a strategic review is the future impact of community 
focused schools, and how this will interlink with community based services and the potential for 
generating cluster focused teams through more integrated working practices.   
 
SLC 
 
Please liaise with your Flying Start Speech and Language Therapist Manager / Team before 
completing this section. 
 
Set out your plans for delivering the expanded SLC entitlement: 
 
As detailed above we do not plan to expand this service for September 2022 and would propose a 
more strategic approach to the expansion.  
 
The Speech and Language lead for the Health Board is supportive of this approach and agreed at a 
recent Early Years Partnership Planning Group that this would be the best opportunity and approach 
to achieving a coherent pathway of services. With a clear focus on the preventative approach by 
making sure we have effective universal provision to develop speech and language both in the 
community and at home if the demands on more specialist services are to be addressed in the 
longer term.  
 
 



How will you develop a targeted approach, based on assessment and referral to support 
children’s development where there is evidence of additional need? 
 
Additional Learning Needs 
Merthyr Tydfil already has well embedded systems to identify children with additional learning needs 
in partnership with early years providers, Health and the Education department. Referrals are 
assessed by a multi-agency additional needs panel and appropriate support plans implemented and 
monitored. Additional adult support and resources will be put in place where it has been identified 
that children require additional learning provision.  Clear transition processes are in place including 
one page profiles and Team Around the Children meetings to ensure smooth transition for children 
into school.  
 
The sector has been well supported with training, advice and resources in preparation for the 
implementation of the ALNet. An ALNCo Forum is well established to keep providers updated with 
current practice and policies. An Education Psychologist is available to offer ongoing advice and 
support to providers and parents.   
 
Are there plans to, or do you already, recruit speech and language therapists? If so, please 
provide evidence of local need and impact on outcomes: 
 
A WTE Flying Start Speech and Language Therapist and a specialist SLT Community Nursery 
Nurse are already in post support the existing programme. Any expansion of this would be 
considered as part of a strategic review of the Early Language Development pathway.  
 
The approach taken within Merthyr Tydfil is to support a preventative/ early intervention  approach  
where appropriate:  
 

 The therapist offers advice and support to childcare settings to better support  children’s 
speech development within the provision, reducing the need for 1:1 intervention by a 
specialist.  

 

 The SLT is supported by a specialist Community Nursery Nurse who  delivers bespoke 
interventions for children assessed as having an identified need that cannot be met within 
existing services.  

 
WellComm is well embedded into practice, all Flying Start children are screened at 20 months and 
again on entry into childcare and on leaving childcare. Appropriate targets and programmes of 
support are put in place for children experiencing delays. WellComm data is collected by the ELD 
Lead and analysed to measure impact and value added. During 21-22, there was an increase in the 
children presenting with complex needs and high numbers of children with social communication 
difficulties. The impact of a complex caseload increases demand on referrals and discussions with 
other professionals. It also has implications for the traditional cohort of transient language delays 
with environmental causes as referrers will tend to put only the more severe needs forward. 
 
All Flying Start Practitioners have been required to complete and submit the findings from the 
Speech and Language Framework competency assessment which will provide a sound overview of 
training and support needs of the sector.    
Further expansion phases will need to consider capacity with a longer term strategic approach 
required to this element of delivery based on full roll out.  
 

 



 

Section 3 – Authorisation 
 

Lead Body: Merthyr Tydfil CBC  
  

Signature:       
 
Name: Christopher Curzon Hole  
 
Position: Head of Prevention  
 
Date: 30/05/2022 
 

 

Additional Information on Achieving existing CAP figure (1204) 
 
 
Merthyr Tydfil Flying Start is aware that over the last couple of years, and as seen in a number of 
LA’s it has not achieved the full CAP figure and in 21/22 this resulted in 1013 children entering the 
programme against a CAP figure of 1204 
 
To achieve the existing CAP figure there are two factors that need to be considered the existing 
postcodes excluded from the current Flying Start LSOA’s which given time will all have to be 
included in the programme regardless.  
 
It is proposed that those existing LSOA’s that are already approved as Flying Start within the top 
30% have the excluded post codes brought into the programme. This would make an additional 90 
children eligible for the programme and leave only 2 LSOA’s with excluded postcodes, which would 
need to be addressed in future expansion phases.    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The remaining areas to be addressed in future expansions would be Bedlinog 2 (40% decile) and 
Cyfarthfa 1 (60% decile) 
 
Vulnerable Families  
 
Also important is ensuring there is flexibility within the system to have effective outreach capacity to 
support vulnerable families not residing in agreed Flying Start LSOA’s.   
 
The above geographical approach would leave sufficient capacity within the existing CAP number to 
also enable 101 children from outside of existing Flying Start geographic postcodes to access the 
programme through an agreed needs led outreach model.  

Postcode Children 0-4 LSOA Wimd rank 2019 

CF48 1HR 2 Cyfarthfa 2 Clwydyfagwr (Cyfarthfa 2) Cyfarthfa 2 - top 10%

CF48 1HW 2 Cyfarthfa 2 Clwydyfagwr (Cyfarthfa 2)

CF48 1HZ 10 Cyfarthfa 2 Clwydyfagwr (Cyfarthfa 2)

CF48 1LN 3 Cyfarthfa 2 Heol y Brain (Cyfarthfa 2)

CF48 1AQ 5 Cyfarthfa 3 Woodland Walk (Cyfarthfa 3) Cyfarthfa 3 - top 30%

CF48 1AS 9 Cyfarthfa 3 Penderyn Close (Cyfarthfa 3)

CF48 1AZ 1 Cyfarthfa 3 Woodlane (Cyfarthfa 3)

CF48 1TQ 14 Cyfarthfa 3 Panc Cwm Pant Bach, Heolgerrig (Cyfarthfa 4)

CF47 8LX 1 Gurnos 1, 2 & 3 Hirwaun Tce, Gurnos 3 Gurnos 3 - top 10%

CF48 1EN 1 Gurnos 1, 2 & 3 Lakeside Gardens (Gurnos 2) Gurnos 2 - top 10%

CF48 4TL 18 Merthyr Vale 1 King Fisher Crescent, Merthyr Vale Merthry Vale 1- top 30%

CF48 4TX 19 Merthyr Vale 1 Heron Walk, Merthyr Vale

CF47 9EF 4 Penydarren 2 Parc Brychan, Penydarren Penydarren 2 - top 20%

CF46 5HY 1 Treharris 4 Glan Y Afon, Treharris - should be FS treharris 4 - Top 30% 

90  



 
To date, the outreach approach locally has been to continue to provide Flying Start services to 
vulnerable families who move outside of a Flying Start eligible area but remain within the County 
Borough.  
 
It is important that there is a clear rationale when agreeing outreach children and where appropriate, 
an assessment tool/criterion is used to inform decisions on the children that are prioritised for 
support. Heath Visitors currently use two different tools to assess needs one of which is a FRAIT 
tool. In addition, Health Visiting in Merthyr Tydfil is currently rolling out an additional assessment 
‘Levels of Care’. It is proposed that these tools will be used to identify those families who would most 
benefit from outreach.  However, further work will be undertaken to agree thresholds and levels of 
need in line with the available outreach capacity.  
 
It will be important that outreach is focussed on earlier intervention with families referred as early as 
possible, the focus will be on the antenatal – 2 years period whilst also recognising that children can 
access up to 47 months. Emphasis will be given to first time parents recognising that this is an 
important transition for families where early support could have the most impact.  
 

 
Welsh Government Privacy Notice 
The Welsh Government Grants Privacy Notice is available to view at 
https://beta.gov.wales/privacy-notice-welsh-government-grants.  The Grants Privacy 

Notice makes sure we continue to comply with privacy law and regulation.  
If you have any question or require any further help please contact us at 
dataprotectionofficer@gov.wales.  

https://beta.gov.wales/privacy-notice-welsh-government-grants
mailto:dataprotectionofficer@gov.wales

